We developed a system to extract Japanese anime-related words, i.e., Japanese NEs (named entities) in the anime-related domain. Since the NEs in the area, such as the titles of anime or the names of characters, were domain-specific, we started by building a tagged corpus and then used it for the experiments. We examined to see if the existing corpora were useful to improve the results. The experiments conducted using Conditional Random Fields showed that the effect of domain adaptation varied according to the genres of the corpora, but the filtering of the source data not only reduced the time for training but also assisted in the domain adaptation work.
Introduction
Japanese pop culture such as that exemplified by manga, anime, and gaming has recently gained popularity with the younger generations. They are commercially important; if the NEs (named entities) in the area, such as the titles of the anime and the names of the character could be automatically obtained, they would be useful for the product search, identification, or recommendation. Therefore, we developed a system to extract Japanese NEs in these areas using Conditional Random Fields (CRF). Since the NEs in the area (see Section 3), such as the titles of the anime or the names of the characters, are domain-specific, we build a tagged corpus in the anime domain (see Section 5) . We examined to see if the existing corpora were useful with the anime corpus using domain adaptation, since tagging of corpora is timeconsuming. The experiments (see Sections 4 and 6) showed that the effect of domain adaptation varied according to the genres of the corpora, but filtering the source data not only reduced the time for training but also asisted in the domain adaptation work. The F-measure was the best when the newspaper and anime corpora were used simultaneously with the domain adaptation after the filtering of the newspaper data (see Section 7).
Related Work
Named entity recognition (NER), which involves seeking to locate and classify elements in text into predefined categories, such as the names of people, organizations, and locations, has recently been intensively studied. There are two types of NER methods, i.e., NER using pattern matching and NER using supervised machine learning. NER using pattern matching finds elements in text that match the manually predefined patterns, i.e., the character strings that tend to co-occur with the NEs, e.g., "Mr." or "University" (Takemoto et al., 2001 ). There are some works on analyzing or creating these patterns; (Lertcheva and Aroonmanakun, 2011) have analyzed the patterns of the product names used in Thai economic news. NER using pattern matching can extract the NEs that precisely match the patterns, but cannot extract the NEs that do not match the patterns. Therefore, it is difficult to use these types of methods in our system because the anime-related NEs such as the titles of an anime often do not match the patterns.
On the other hand, NER using supervised machine learning trains the patterns to extract the NEs using a tagged corpus. (Yamada et al., 2002) have carried out NER using a support vector machine (SVM). (Nakano and Hirai, 2004) have proposed conducting NER using a bunsetsu feature. Considerable achievements have been made using these methods. In addition, the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and CRF are often used for NER (Ponomareva et al., 2007) , (Ekbal and Bandyopadhyay, 2007) . (Asahara and Matsumoto, 2004) have also proposed a character-based chunking method to address the unit problem where NER using su-pervised machine learning in Japanese originally cannot extract NEs that are smaller than morphemes because cascading morphological analysis and chunking is usually used for any NE extraction in Japanese. have automatically collected NE tagged corpora from World Wide Web to alleviate the problem: building corpus is time-consuming.
There are some works on the adaptation of NER. (Shen et al., 2003) have investigated the effective features of a Hidden Markov model-based NE recognizer for the biomedical domain. (Chiticariu et al., 2010) have improved NER rule language (NERL) for the pattern-based domain adaptation of NER. (Guo et al., 2009 ) have proposed a domain adaptation method using latent semantic association.
We developed a system to extract Japanese anime-related words using machine learning method, i.e., CRF, for this paper. Since our purpose is to use the anime-related words for the product search, identification, or recommendation, we only extracted them and did not automatically classify them into sub-classes. We examined to see if the existing corpora were useful with the corpus that we built using domain adaptation and showed that the filtering of the source data assisted in the domain adaptation work.
Definition of Anime-related Words
We defined the anime-related NEs based on Sekine's extended NE hierarchy (Sekine, 2008) . The time and numerical representations were removed because they usually do not appear only in anime but also in real life. Place names were also removed because it is difficult to distinguish place names that appear only in anime from those that appear in real life.
We had two kinds of anime-related words: interior and exterior. The former contains the titles of anime and the anime-related NEs that appear in the anime, and the latter is those that do not, such as the animators. Our system covered both of these. The interior anime-related words include the titles of anime, the names of characters, animals, imaginary creatures, gods, organizations, facilities, products, events, natural objects such as stones, and states such as diseases that appear in the anime. The exterior anime-related words include the names of people such as the authors of the original story, animators, and game creators, the names of organizations such as the production companies and broadcasting companies, the names of related products, and the names of relevant sites, related events, and so on. Table 1 lists some examples of the anime-related words.
System to Extract Anime-related Words
The CRF was used as a sequential labeling method to extract anime-related words. There are four steps in the extraction of anime-related words:
1. The parameters are learned through the training corpus.
2. When the text is input into the system, the morphological analysis is carried out and the features are automatically generated.
3. Sequential labeling is carried out using CRF based on the generated features.
4. The NEs are extracted with tags.
We used the BIESO tags (B-beginning, Iintermediate, E-end, S-single token concept, Ooutside), for the CRF. Five types of feature, i.e., morpheme, Part-of-speech (POS), finer subcategory of POS, character type, and No. of characters were introduced to train the model of the CRF. They were extracted from the surrounding words of the target morpheme. We used the character type as a feature because the Japanese language has many types of characters and it seemed to be related to the ability of the morphemes to be NEs, especially for anime-related words. The values of the types are hiragana, katakana, alphabetical letters, Chinese characters, and others including punctuation marks. We used the type of the initial character of the morpheme for this feature.
Data
We used an anime corpus that we built for the experiments. The texts consisted of 50 anime articles from Wikipedia. The morphological analysis was automatically carried out but the errors in the word segmentations and the POS tags of personal names were manually corrected. After that, all the NEs that we defined above were manually annotated. We used the extended NE tagged corpora (Hashimoto et al., 2008) , which were based on the Balanced Corpus of Contemporary Japanese (BC-CWJ) (Maekawa, 2008) , for a reference when we built the corpus. The anime-related NE tagged BCCWJ were created based on the extended NE tagged corpora on BCCWJ and they were also used for the training data. We investigated to see if they could be used for the training data on their own and could be used with the corpus that we built with and without domain adaptation. Table 2 summarizes the number of characters, morphemes, NEs, and O tags in the anime corpus and the BCCWJ. The number of O tags after filtering, where all the tokens with an O tag outside of the window of the NEs were filtered out, is also itemized in the table. The genres we used in the BCCWJ are Q&A sites, blogs, novels, magazines, and newspapers. Although the POS were manually annotated on the corpora, the morphological analysis was automatically carried out on them when we used them for the training data; the POS tags should be the same as the anime corpus to train the CRF. After that, the morphemes that have NE tags similar to those of the anime corpus were listed. Then, the BIESO tags were automatically annotated on all the morphemes in the BCCWJ, based on their orthography or spelling using the list of NEs. Although the NEs that are irrelevant to anime are not tagged on the anime corpus, because they are outside the scope of our research, the BCCWJ contains many of them. Therefore, the anime corpus has many NEs whose POS subcategories are proper name whereas the BCCWJ have many general noun ones.
6 Experiment CRF++ 1 and MeCab 2 were used as the CRF tool and as a morphological analyzer, respectively. The morphemes were used as tokens in CRF++ and each of the alphabetical words was processed as one token. The parameters f and c in CRF++ were set to two and one, respectively, according to the results from preliminary experiments.
We used three types of features, i.e., the morphemes, the POS, and the finer subcategory of POS inside a window size of 5, the character type inside a window size of 3, and the number of the characters inside a window size of 1. These window sizes were determined according to the results from preliminary experiments. Table 3 specifies an example of the tagged anime corpus. The meanings of the morphemes are also shown in the table for reference. If " " (Fight) was the target morpheme, the features within " " (Empire), " " (Against), " " (Fight), " " (,). and " " (Unknown) are used for the three types of features, the features within " " (Against), " " (Fight) and, " " (,) are used for the character type, and the features within " " (Fight) are used for the number of the characters.
We used input-level unigrams, bigrams, trigrams, and 4grams for the POS and the finer subcategories of POS within the window size of 5. However, only the unigrams in the window size of 5 and the bigrams in the window size of 3 were used for the morphemes, because their combination number would be extremely large. The combination of the POS and the finer subcategory of POS of the target morpheme, and the combinations of the previous output and target morpheme were also used in all the experiments. When the character type and the number of characters were used, POS and morpheme combination, and that of the finer subcategory of POS and the morpheme We examined to see if the existing corpora, the BCCWJ, were useful for extracting anime-related words, and if they were useful for the training data on their own and together with the anime corpus, using domain adaptation. The experiments were carried out without domain adaptation, as a reference. (Daumé III, 2007) was used as the domain adaptation method, where an input space was augmented and general, source-specific, and targetspecific triple length features were made. The mappings were Φ s (x) =< x, x, 0 >, Φ t (x) =< x, 0, x > , where Φ s (x) and Φ t (x) denoted the mappings to map the source and target data, respectively, < x >∈ R F was the original input, and 0 =< 0, 0, ..., 0 >∈ R F was the zero vector.
We also investigated to see if the filtering of the source data, where all the tokens with an O tag outside of the window of the NEs were filtered out, assisted in the domain adaptation work. We assumed the recall would be improved when many tokens with O tags were filtered out.
Results
The experimental results, i.e., the tag accuracy, the recall, the precision, and the F-measure, according to the corpora and the filtering on a single corpus are listed in Table 4 . The experimental results according to the corpora and the filtering when the anime corpus and BCCWJ were used together with a simple augmentation and using Daumé's method of domain adaptation, respectively, are summarized in Tables 5 and 6 . The results in bold denote the results that were superior to those of the system trained using only the anime corpus and the underline means the value is the best result overall.
The recall, precision, and F-measure were evaluated based on chunks. In other words, the NEs with a BIE tag are correct only if all the tags from the initial B to the last E in the chunk are correct. The tag accuracy is the number of correct tags in the total number of tags.
Discussion
First, let us focus on the results with no filtering. The results listed in Table 4 show that the recalls are very low and the precisions are not very good when the BCCWJ are used for the training on their own. According to Table 5 , when the BCCWJ and anime corpus are used together using simple augmentation, the recalls are not very good but the precisions are comparable to (The average is slightly better than) the results when using only the anime corpus. Finally, the results in Table 6 show that the recalls are slightly better than and the precisions are slightly worse than the results when only the anime corpus is used. However, the averaged F-measure is slightly worse than that of the anime corpus. These results show that the domain adaptation slightly improved the recalls and reduced the level of precision and that the Fmeasures did not change very much.
Next, let us consider the experimental results when using the filtering. The results in Table 4 show that the recalls greatly improved but the precisions considerably decreased when the filtering was used. We think this is because many tokens with O tags were deleted; it makes the system extract more NEs. We can see from Table 5 that the situation is almost the same, when the corpora are used together with the simple augmentation: the recalls improved but the precision decreased when the filtering was used, which has no effect on the F-measures. According to Table 7 : Averaged number of NEs that system output
As described above, the filtering made the system extract more NEs. Table 7 lists the averaged number of the NEs that the system extracted. The filtering did not affect the number of NEs that the system output when domain adaptation was used, but the numbers of correct answers increased by the filtering.
The results in Tables 4, 5 , and 6 show that only the systems using domain adaptation can outperform the system trained using only the anime corpus. In addition, the results in Table 6 show that the effect of the domain adaptation varies according to the genre of the corpora; only the Q&A site data could improve the F-measure of the system without filtering. However, the other results in this table show that four-fifths of the system improved the F-measures. The F-measure was the best when the newspaper and anime corpora were used together using the domain adaptation after the newspaper data was filtered.
Finally, the filtering has another advantage: the time for training, which was reduced to only 15% of that of the system trained with full corpora.
Conclusion
We developed a system to extract Japanese animerelated words using CRF and examined to see if the corpora whose genre were not anime were useful for improving the results. We investigated to see if they could be used for the training data on their own and could be used with the anime corpus that we built with and without domain adaptation. We also examined to see if the filtering of the source data, where all the tokens with an O tag outside of the window of the NEs were filtered out, assisted the domain adaptation work. The experiments showed that (1) the non-anime corpora could improve the F-measure when they were used with the anime corpus using only domain adaptation, (2) the effect of the domain adaptation varies according to the genre of the corpora, and (3) the domain adaptation with the filtering improved the recalls without effecting the level of precision too much, which improved the F-measure. Moreover, the training time was reduced to only 15% of that of the system trained with full corpora.
